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Introduction to Hidden Valleys

Φ
M. Lisanti

• Complex dark sector w/ new force from non-Abelian gauge group
dark
• No prior expectation for Ndark
(group
dimension)
or
N
(matter fields)
c
f

• Behavior can be QCD-like (mχ ≲ Λdark), but other phenomena also possible
• White paper contents: QCD-like scenarios, beyond QCD-like, simulation
tools, improved search strategies
• All built on Echoes of a Hidden Valley at Hadron Colliders
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QCD-like Scenarios: Production
s-channel: resonant production

t-channel: resonant or nonresonant
via bifundamental scalar mediator
κ matrix sensitive to SM flavor
structure
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QCD-like Scenarios: Phenomenology
Emerging Jets

Semivisible Jets

• Dark hadrons have decay length
cτπdark: multiple displaced vertices
within a single jet

• Dark hadrons may be stable or
unstable; unstable decays promptly
•

• “Unflavored” case: one cτπdark
value

• Very low rinv: dijet strategy
• Very high rinv: monojet strategy

• “Flavored” case: each dark hadron
species has different decay length

• Intermediate rinv: dedicated
strategies superior to existing
searches

• Also explore different portals’
influence on decay lengths

arXiv:1809.10152
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arXiv:1707.05326

QCD-like Scenarios: Constraints
• Semivisible jets (CMS):
w/ (top) & w/o (bottom) BDT jet
tagger using substructure variables

cτπdark [mm]

• Emerging jets (CMS):
cut-based tagger using jet & track
displacement variables

arXiv:1810.10069

arXiv:2112.11125

mΦ [GeV]

• And more: SIMPs,
reinterpretations of CMS &
ATLAS jet and MET searches,
LHCb X → μ+μ– (low mass)
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Beyond QCD-like
Soft Unclustered Energy Patterns
(SUEPs)
• Large λ ≡ αdarkNdark
(‘t Hooft
c
coupling): unsuppressed largeangle radiation → wide, spherical
showers

Glueballs
• Ndark
→ 0 limit
f
• Spectrum of 12 stable states
parameterized by m0 ~ 6Λdark
arXiv:2202.12899

arXiv:1612.00850

• Search strategies: trigger on HT,
use particle/track multiplicity and
event shape variables to reject
background
o LHC Run 3: opportunity to
design better triggers!

• Ongoing studies of different event
generation approaches (new tool!)
in terms of glueball energy,
multiplicity, etc.
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UV Theory
• Deriving consistent set of IR parameters from UV theory is beyond
perturbation theory for QCD-like dark sectors
o Need to use lattice results where available & make approximations
dark
• UV theory parameters: Ndark
, αdark(μ), mqdark (“current” mass)
c , Nf

o Interaction parameters: mZ′, edark, Qi
• Important conditions:
o mZ′ ≳ 30Λdark (to get jets)

o Ndark
< 3Ndark
(QCD-like confinement, from lattice)
f
c
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IR Spectrum
• IR dark hadron spectrum:
o mπdark < mρdark ≲ mωdark

dark
o mη′dark ≈ mπdark + Ndark
/N
f
c (3Λ̃dark)²
• Fits to lattice data relate dark hadron mass scales
to (non-perturbative) confinement scale Λ̃dark

Spin
Flavor

0

1

Adjoint

πdark ρdark

Singlet

η′dark ωdark

• Substantial updates to Pythia8 Hidden Valley module to improve modeling
& control of this spectrum: released in Pythia8.307
o Keep in mind: “dark quark” mass in Pythia is constituent mass, not current
mass; ~Λdark for small mqdark
o Some new features not validated yet, e.g. non-degenerate dark quark masses
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Decays

• Regime 1: 2mπdark < mρdark (left)

• Regime 2: 2mπdark > mρdark (mid, right)

o ρdark → πdark πdark dominates
(large width)

o Assume mixing between ρdark and
Z′ for ρdark → qq̄ decays

o Assume mixing between πdark
and Z′ for πdark → qq̄ decays
(helicity-suppressed, small
width: low-mass πdark displaced)

 3-body anomaly decay also
possible (right), maybe displaced
(mρdark – mπdark < ½mρdark)
o Assume no mixing between πdark
and Z′, so πdark stable
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Benchmark Models

• Regime 1 model details:
o mπdark = 0.6Λdark
o probVec = 0.5 (probability of producing spin-1 vs. spin-0 dark hadron)
o rinv = (6 + k)/9, where k = # stable diagonal πdark
o Prompt decays of unstable dark hadrons
• Regime 2 model details:
o probVec = 0.58 (between 0.5 for QCD & 0.75 for mπdark ≈ mρdark)
o rinv calculation is more complicated because of 3-body anomaly decays
 May need to estimate through simulation
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Validation

dark
• Model w/ Ndark
=
3,
N
= 3:
f
c

o Details of dark hadrons change (multiplicity, pT, etc.)
 Bug fix for pT suppression in string fragmentation (reduces soft hadrons)
o High-level variables like MET remain similar
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Jet Substructure Studies
•

validated for old and new Pythia versions, similar for
different probVec values, but dependent on number of stable dark pions

• More in-depth study of IRC safety:
o pTD known to be IR-unsafe
o Different behavior observed
@ different stages of showering
o Could induce unwanted model
dependence in analyses
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Improved Strategies: Classical
Event-level variables

Triggering

• Decompose MET for Φ pair
production events:

• Significant improvement in both
HT and MET triggers for low Z′
masses from modeling ISR

• Gives new variables a1, a2,

arXiv:2103.08620

arXiv:2111.12156
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Improved Strategies: Supervised ML
Graph net tagger

Triggering

• Train a dynamic graph
convolutional neural network
(DGCNN) using particle cloud of
jet constituents

• Train support vector machine
(SVM) on tracker hit patterns
• Sufficient rejection of bb̄ bkg

• Generalization can be improved by
training on mix of signal models

arXiv:2103.08620

arXiv:2006.08639
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Improved Strategies: Autoencoders
Semivisible jets

SUEPs

• Compare supervised BDT to AE
trained only on QCD background
(both using jet substructure)

• Train on interparticle distance
matrix of QCD background:

• AE less sensitive to signal model
details: can outperform BDT
(below, trained on mdark = 20 GeV)

• Can exclude Higgs branching
fraction to SUEPs down to 1% for
range of signal model parameters

arXiv:2107.12379
arXiv:2112.02864
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Cliffhanger Finale
• Substantial work went into Dark Showers White Paper from
experimentalists, theorists, phenomenologists: 100+ pages of content!
o Surveyed existing models and constraints for semivisible & emerging jets
o Went beyond QCD-like regime to explore SUEPs and glueballs
o Wrote down basis of consistent model from QCD & lattice studies
o Overhauled Pythia8 Hidden Valley module to introduce more realistic
dark hadron spectra and increase control of fine details
o Validated new HV module and studied jet substructure in detail
o Investigated various new analysis methods, both classical and ML-based
• But… we’re not done yet!
o Continue to validate and improve details in HV module
o Expand benchmark models to cover experimentally-interesting
phenomenology (rinv, lifetimes, …) w/ proper regions of validity &
minimal parameter variations
 Stay tuned!
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Reinterpretations
• Constraints on t-channel mediator:
κ = diag(1,1,1) (left), κ = diag(0.1, 1, 1) (right)

• Constraints on t-channel
mediator vs. decay length:
arXiv:2011.13990

arXiv:2011.13990

• LHCb constraints: kinetic mixing strength for
γ–ZHV (left), Z branching fraction (right)

arXiv:2007.03923

arXiv:2110.10691
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Generalized Angularities

arXiv:1408.3122
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